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Coeds TO Observe
IS Women’s Week

S.

ATE COLLEGE

Coeds take over the campus next week during observance of the
seventh annual Women’s Week at San Jose State.
Vol. 42
Diane Martinson, chairman of Women’s Week activities, stated
that the five day program will be devoted entirely to women’s infer.
sits. and will feature a fashion show, water show, and speakers, to be
climaxed by the annual A W S
"Jack of Hearts" Dance Friday
evening at Mary Ann Gardens.

Displaced Pigeon
Talks on Students,
Weather and Glue
Pausing with a jar of liberated
rubber cement, the stem Owed
another feather to his bare
%leg.
"It was indeed windy illinnn
In L.A. yesterday," he greimmeed "Matter of feet, it wee windy
here too.
"Bat the whid hit 48 mph at
International Airport is the City
of the Angels."
The bird, however, admitted
that it hadn’t been the wield,
but an over-sealosis Featheroiogy student that had gives him
t
Then he mumbled: "Fair today, high between WEI, with
wind dh.I.g slowly.
-Foe tines has make the UP."

Monday. coeds will have an opportunity to see a variety of winter and spring fashions from Roos
Bros. in everything from ski
clothes to bermuda shorts. Five
water ballet numbers will be the
feature of Tuesday’s WAA mon,
sored water show in the Women’s
gym.
Wednesday’s highlight will be
of interest to career-minded girls,
when, a representative from the
State Employment Office speaks
on types of employment available
in the Bay Area. "College Women’s Personal Religion" will be
the topic of a talk by Mrs. Stanley
C. Bentz for Thursday’s Program.
Bids, worth one vote for the
"Jack of Hearts" will be on sale
Monday. The Jack of Hearts, chosen from six finalists selected last
week by AWS, will be crowned
at the dance.

Banquet Is Climax for
Annual. ReligiiiiWeek
The fifth annual Religion-In-Life
banquet will be held tonight in the
First Methodist Church.
The dinner, a climax to the
week-long Religion-In-Life presentation, will feature Rabbi Wolli
Kaelter as principal speaker, according to Renee Segar, program
chairman.
Following the 41.5.sir, Art 1.4.ind
will give a few wcirds of welcome

which will be followed by group
singing led by the Rev. Jim Martin.
,Judy Titus, general chairman of
this’ year’s Religion -In-Life program, will speak briefly on the
week-long presentation.

’Religion in Life’
Topics End _Today
TODAY
12:30 p.m. Informal discussion
entitled "How Can We Bring our
Professed Beliefs and Actions
Closer Together?" Rabbi Wont
Keener end Dr. Edward Stein will
be present. To be held in Room 8,
Women’s gym.
515 p.m. Jewish worship in
Memorial chapel will be led by
Rabbi Worn Keener.
6:00 p.m. Ahnual Religion in
Life Banquet to be held at the
First Methodist Church, 5th and
Santa Clara streets. Rabbi Weill
Keener will speak. Tickets may
be obtained at the Student Y and
Graduate _Manager’s Office.
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agers Battle To Keep
Number Two CBA Spot
Tigers and Spartans into a tie
for the runner-up position.
The Spartans already claim
over the Tigers this
one
the
having dumped
vaunted COP nee. 116-b4, on the
Stockton court.
In tonight’s ball game, San
Jose will be attempting to
bounce back from their 57-44
defeat at the hands of the Santa
Clara Broncos Tuesday eight.
McPherson sent his Spartans

By ROD LEE
College of the Pacific’s Tiger 1
cagers will challenge San Jose
State’s hold on second_place in the
California Basketball Association
tonight in Spartan Gym. Tip-istf
time is 8 p.m.
The Spertababes face Vallejo
College in a preliminary game at
6 p.m.
Coach Walt McPherson’s San
Jose varsity five has a record of
three wins and two losses in CBA
competition while the Tigers have
a two win, three loss mark. A win
tonight for COP, would throw the

through stiff workouts Wednesday and yesterday, to shake off
the loss. McPherson attributed the
defeat not only to the Spartans’
poor shooting from -the floor and
free throw line, but also their
poor showing on the backboards_
The Spartans will face another
tough job on the backboards tonight. COP’s starting We averages
6 ft. 3.4 in per man as opposed toSim Jose’s average height of 6
ft. 1.6 in.
Tiger rebounding will be further strengthened if they use -the
(Continued on Page 7)

Pastor Says
Loyalty Oaths
Peril Freedom

Faculty Group
Delays Action
On Resolution
Action on a proposed resolution
on the subject of keeping college
enrollment in line with operational budgets and building facilities
was postponed for two weeks by
the Faculty Council yesterday.
President John T. Wahlquist
suggested the delay in order that
the council might read and consider a copy of the McConnell Report on Higher Education expected to be received Monday.
A committee, to be called the
Faculty Load Committee with Dr.
WIDMISI E. Getfid of the Jourstalism Department as chairman, was
appointed at the meeting. Other
members are Dr. Anthony Lovaglia of the Mathematics Department and Dr. Glenn Reed of the
,
English Department.
Also approved was a question- I
naire on the matter of the use of i
titles on the campus.

WALT MePHIZSON
. .
sJS. Mester

Take Blood Cards
Blood donation pledge cards are
being taken daily from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. in 13-69. Sponsors of the
drive this month are the ROTC
and AROTC and Ron Simpson,
student cadet PIO officer, is chairman.

Loyalty paths could "eventually
lead to a point where the state
would control the church," if the
present trend continues, said the
Rev. Mr. Robert W. Moon in a
discussion yesterday.
The Rev. Mr. Moon’s church,
the First Methodist Church of San
Leandro. is one of two churches
which have refused to sign the
State loyalty oath and have filed
suit.against the state on outman
that the oath is unconstitutionaL
"If we have to do this to preIt’rVe our freedom, we will dO
be said.
"This is only the beginning."
he stated. "A bill now being submitted still deny tax exemption
to California churches having
speakers who have not signed state
loyalty oaths."
. The Pastor believes that then,
are no valid arirmienis for the
law and that in court it will not
stand up.
The discussion was the fourth
in the series of Religion -in -Life
noon meet inn,

Campus Organizations
Form Academic Council IFC May Refuse
Campus scholastic organizations
agreed Wednesday night to form
a Council of Academic Societies
and drew up a tentative constitution, according to Bob }locker,
temporary. chairman for the
groups.
Seventeen representatives from

World News Briefs

Red China Refuses U.N.
bate was broadcast by Peiping radio.
It said Communist aline "fully
supports" the Soviet Union’s proposal branding the United States
an aggressor against China but is
"firmly opposed" to the New Zealand proposal.
The reply said that Red China
could send a representative to discuss the Russian proposal alone
but would do so only when the
Nationalist Chinese delegate on
the U.N. Security Council has been
TWO GUTIERBXZES? Possi- "driven out."
ble. But SJS has two Frank AnRED CHINA BALES
thony Gutierreses, Proof? See
WASHINGTON, Feb.1 (UP)
Pale 41
Chairman Walter F. George of the
drama
first
Angels."
14 Three
prodiellso of the guards% is re- Senate Foreign Relation Commitviewed Ma Mr 4. ’Minn says tee today branded as "unreasonthst withal* Ipswee. AO world will able" and "impossible" Red Chihis dolt Whips& 3.
na’s refusal to tobt part in New
3.
Fellonts proposed remota class8.
- Who in tbia UAW flatiggat
LONDON, Feb. 3 (UP)- Red
China refused today to send a rePresentative to a. United Nations
Security Council debate on a New
Zeland plan for a Formosan ceasefire.
The Comntunist Party to U.N.
Secretary Gamma Dag Hanunarskjold’s invitation to attend the de-
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unreasonable it does not justify
comment."
George said the "conditions are
impossible" and "have not even
been put forth in good faith."
Senator Mike Mansfield (D.
Mont. 1. a member of the committee, was more optimistic. He said
the Red Chinese position was "the
usual procedure. We couldn’t expect them to say ’ye. right away."
DIPLOMATS SEER ’STOP-GAP
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y.. Feb.
3 (UP)Efforts to end the Formosan crisis before it can flare
Into open war between Communist
China mid the United States shifted today to London where diplomats samett a stap-gap arrangement that WOOH 1s4 tempers cool.

various campus academic groups
I attended the meeting. The constitution draft will now go to the
participating organisations for discussion, he explained.
Mocker expects that the constitution will be approved at the next
meeting, Wednesday, Feb. 9, at
7:30 pin. in 8-23.
He said the group forming the
council defined an academic group
as "a society for the promotion of
scholastic interest on SJS cam Pus."
"Anyone desiring information
about the council can contact me
by leaving a note addressed in
(-erre of the Council of Academie
Societies in organization box ’A’
In the Student Union." he said.
Fred F. Harcleroad, dean of instruction, is the temporary faculty
adviser for the group forming the
council.

Psych, Philosophy
GroupHoldsDinner
Toyoo Ledge in Saratoga will
be the some tonight at 6:30 o’clock
for the annual staff dinner of the
Psychology and Philosophy Division. Dr. Raymond Meshes wIU
attend as a guest. Ekon Robinsoa.
general chairman of the annual affair. announced.
An informal grooms of songs
and skit* isseldided gor the hiettity and theft ’Viva Robinson
said. Lloyd Swanton is in charge
of the avealhes entertainment.

The emphasis was on speed, for
the sftimnoMMs were reported to
linsili.inamonl "many" ships near
/111110011108 Island in apparent
ott;the vs. Tib net
to. ewer tiop
. Tent
.spraeuatied litVhdat.
barely eight miles away. gulag* Foster.
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Greeks’ Requests
For ’Row’ Parking
Petitions containing the names
of approximately 500 members of
SJS fraternities and sororities,
which were to be submitted to the
City Council in an effort to obtain
more parking mace along fraternity row. probably will be thrown
out by the Inter-Fraternity Council at its meeting Wednesday. San,
Steller. council president. said yesterday.
Lanny Doolittle. appointed bs
the IFC to handle the petitioning.
explained the petitions conflict
with a city ruling on parking spare
for San Jose living groups.

Lyke Larger
This quarter’s Lyke, campus humor magazine, will contain 5.
pages and be the largest ever attempted by the Lyke staff, according to Pat Mackerinio, editor
The theme is a surprise which
will be revealed later in the quarter, along with the distribution
date, Miss MacKenzie said.
The Lyke staff expects a larger
distribution than last quarter.

,
Last Day To Sign

Tetley Is the lest day for Refine Via to saga the attewthowe
Yob fair Siltahry. secoretai to
the Nedianwli Office. Veterans
ONOIII Ow _IOW Oder slahlsdwaisok taillistal MI6
W.
iregtiimar.
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Editorial
To M.ee.t at SJS
Nature Is Wonderful But... For Annual Confab
We’ve ’weed of housing shortages, but it 001 was rather.
!

Friday, Feb
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shoo to bear Mat SCOCe or so students spent the we* hours of
Tuesday morning on the lawn and benches in the Inner Quad.
Turns out that they hadn’t been evicted from their -respective
She/tering Armies and no bus linos had been installed in the vicinity
. they were just waiting to register for the West Coast Nature

kiO0C0I.
Now we aren’t worrying, as this School staff has been, about
watchmen
what
those peopie might have clone with only
thee.. . after II, ifisw molly people would carry off six-foot benches
n an obnoxious shade of green) Of palm trees (really messy ones)
4+ 4:40 in the morning?

However, we do feel that those students might cause the various
deans and faculty members a lot of trouble in another way... the
rnatter of units. We haven’t heard of a case yet really coming before
THE BOARD (the behind the scenes organization for The Commitsaes).bsst just as the sun came up the other morning, we hear, a attie
iustior was muttering -This is worth at Mast one-half unit." . .
and the senior behind him snarled, -I’m diagraming that ash can
And I explct j.fLi
Now it seems that it would be only logical, just to circumvent
annoying developments like the possible one above, to use some
o’her registration procedure... such as the one already suggested
to the staff in which number cards would be given out one afternon arid redeemed for reservations the nest afternoon.
We just hate to see the deans shuffling through any more
petitions than they normally would anyway.

i Thrust and Parry.
Veteran’s Club
Thrust and Parr)
ii question
Aisswer
If you are 4 veteran attending
SIS. the Vets club can help you
The Vatii dub wag orgarlard
for the purpose of assisting 611 tree veterans. whether they are
inirnbers or not. Any student or
prospectisvs student. qualifying as
a veteran may obtain aid and ad se on the many problems arising
trom the. various veteruns’ aid

is.tostams.
The group works In ele., conjunction with the V.A. in eftsinsthat the well-known covertsmental .nags. This service Is
emphasised by presiding se Inruensetlesi Meek on reglainstiun
program or
lays. Ile following
better ’,welfare for sU. the club
spoilimaes aetisities siwti as an
aaaual bleed drise.
Social toner ions yell! In order
promote closer fellowship
,
1,tyung_ veterans. at least one soii,! function us held each quarter.
rt Pr it Iii
Poi rigatriple this
the spaghetti teed and dance being
he1s1 this Saturda) us tiling at the
lialtveri (hardens on McKee Ftoad.
Aims %literals mid has guestsm are
incident ally tu.kets may
Is>, purchased today ’at I h, Gradu.
al’, Mt411111(tI a
The Vets club adopted a can %mediae and hecome revognIted
as S
Notions organitation two
..a4 r
ago.
on prejudiced u to
neer or creed, the club requires
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that their members has-e served
la a branch orthe aimed forces
of the United Mates.
An interested veteran is invited
to attend any of our regularly
scheduled meetings held on the
,first Wednesday of each month.
’date and time announced in the
Spartan Deily.
Respectfully,
The Veterans’ club
Menet Beefier, pees..
ASB 2086

By

JOE VOOT

The lima Mae: A local metchant spent much tithe recently
trying to unload.
It was. it seems, for a class
naoiney-raising-project sale. Unfortunately. no class recipient for
the flat-bed goodies could be
found
Finally. using much imagination.
the merchant contacted the Personnel Office, which contacted Dr.
G. Alexander McCallum, who contacted class adviser Rocci Pisano,
who contacted the class, who took
the stuff and. presumably’, sold it.
Probably at a premium price.
After all, you can’t hardly get
aged pizza no more.

Corporation Rep
Interviews Today
A representative from the Bethtel Corporation, Engineers and
Contractors, San Francisco, tvill
ibe on campus today from 9 to 5
to interview senior students majoring in electrical, mechanical and
civil engineering, according to Dr.
Vernon A. Ouellette, placement
officer.
Qualified students who are interested should check with the
LOWELL PRATT
Placement Office, Room 100, for
Dr. John T. Wahiguist, president further information.
of SJS, will welcome the visitors.
Lowell C. Pratt, associate professor of Journalism at SJS and District XII director. will Preside.
Also on the agenda is a symposiwn between college administration and public relations officers, and a panel discussion on
"How Can Public Relent:one Meet
the Tidal Wave."

SHOW SLATE

Veterans Plan SAB Permits
Dinner Dance Junior Banner
Tickets are on sale in the Graduate Manager’s Office for the SJS
Veteran’s Club Spaghetti Dinner
and Dance tomorrow night from
9 to 1 at Indiveri Gardens.
nit. affair is open to all veterans on campus and tickets cost
$123 per person, according to Jack
Borge. publicity chairman of the
local vet group. Tickets also will
be on ask. tomorrow night at Indiveri’s
"Yon need nor he a member of
the ’eta Club," forge stressed,
"Just a veteran." Attire for the
affair is sport. forge said.
nu, sets group di.scusiied a pro-,
posed name change at their meeting yesterdayNigfternoon. Most of
the group favollerl changing the
name to "Sparvets.President Stuart Hoefler also
welcomed seven new members into
the group.

LA. City Schools
To See Applicants
A representative from the Loa
Angeles city schools will be on
campus March 31 to interview elementary candidates who are interested in teaching positions in
that Rms, according to Miss Doris
K. Robinson, director of teacher
placement.
Students interested should report to the Placement Office,
Room 100, for further information.

BUSINESS MGR.Paul Ward
DAY EDiTOR lob

Appivaimately 72 public reit-directors from oolleges arid
universities will gather on the
San Jose State College campus tomorrow for the annual district
conference of the American College Public Relations Assn.
Principal speaker will be Francis C. Pray, public relations counselor at University of Pittsburgh
and national president of ACPRA.
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Meeting To Obtain
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"MR. HULOTS
HOLIDAY"

El Rancho Drive-la:

"Three Ring Circus"
"Four Guns to the Border"
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She Didn’t Walk: Delta Sig Dick
Yeager tells me about a cute,
blonde freshman he dated for the
first time recently.
He asked her to a fraternity
party and she accepted. During
the course of the evening Dick
discovered that the innocent frosh
had the foresight to bring along
enough for bus fare home, just in
case.
What Dick hadn’t told her was
that the party was at Chateau
Boussy, deep in the Santa Cruz
mountains and the last stage passed through there M 1856.

"CREST OF THE
WAVE"

3 Students Attend

PHOTOSTAT PRINTS
Plastic laminating, prompt
and economical service.
AMERICAN PHOTO CO.
25 No. First St.
Room 302 Commercial Bldg.
CY 2-4224

Did I ever tell you about the gentles professor who locked himself out of his house arid couldn’t
get his notes for claims that day
and was (Greed to ad lib all his
,
lectures?

CinemeScope
Technicolor

Permission to hang a banner
between two trees in the Outer
Quad was given to the junior Class
by the Student Activities Board
Tuesday. "If they’ll use rope and
not damage the trees," saki Paul
Sakarnoto, board chairman.
The banner will advertise the
Junior Prom, for which the juniors
were also given permission by the
SAB to sell bids.
A request by the Associated Women Students to sell tickets for
their "Heart’s Delight Dance" to
be held Feb. 11 also was passed
by the SAB.

Carl Pagter, Gloria Lund, and
Sheila Driscoll, Model United Nations delegates, attended the Stanford meeting of the Western College Conference on American Foreign Policy, Jan. 30 to Feb. 2.
The delegates sought information of value to SJS’s representation of India. at the Model U.N.
meet at San Francisco in May.
’ Among the speeches heard were:
"American Leadership and The
Communist Threat" by Dr. Hugh
M Tincr. president of Pepperdine
College, and "President Eisenhower’s Policy’’ by Harold E.
Stassen. director Foreign Operations Administration.

-

Sent expiaeslies of the realmMg that lurks deep in the Sant
Clara game let -Pee sonsetkillif
like this:
"It’s like me depositing $S in
the First National Bank.’ and then
telling them to divvy up all their
resources so-so."
Actually, churn, it ain’t quite
that bad. After all, there art ’bout
1000 students at the University
and we’re seeing a real "extra attraction" what with the Broncos
ranking rank in The Ikague.
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.If No Peace, No
World -Truman

1

. ST.’ liOVIK -Ma, Feb. 3- Former President Harry S. Truman
said last night that if peace is
not achieved "there will be no
world left.’
The 70-year al former chief
executive broke ad’of his oats
rules to appear lira teethmalal
dinner benodng a World War I
buddy.
Mr. Truman by-passed his resolution- to make no Public appearance until the completion
of his memoirs to pay tribute to
Rev. pr. Harold L. Reader, former ’UMW Mter.
"We are facing the greatest age
in history," Mr. Truman Said. "We
should meet it on the principles of
the fatherhood of God and the
brotherhood of man.
If peace doesn’t come, there
will be no world left. You are list( ning to one who knows what he
is talking about and I say that
advisedly."
Theformer president deftly par.

ried questions by reporters on the
.
Formosan crisis.
oyes aagiarataadoaa a
of pair/. I easing pm semis
Formosa.* he mid.
He suggested, however, that reparsers might say he did not ap.
pear worried abdut the Pacific.

Bell Aircraft
Unveils Model

DAILY
ll’ettaiAgr

Many Changes
Occur in U.S.
In 100 Years
By HARMON W. NICHOLS
WASHINGTON, Feb. 4-- A bundive’ years ago this week, the
weather was nasty in Washington.
Congress and other people were
losing hair. And the front pages
of the newspapers wore advertising cures for baldness and diseases worse, also pills to conquer
the sniffles.
Franklin Pierce was president.

Asct
his The
"vrege.
wasof "Imam
R . King.
big issue
the day
NIAGRA FALLS. N.Y.. Feb. 3
.11" the "Kamm% Question."
Bell Aircraft Corp. today unveiled Whether to Pen Kansas to oatits newest experimental model, a tiernest under the "popular
jet-propelled vertical -rising air- ereignty formula. A severe test
plane which could revolutionize was in the offing. but you could
not tell It by the newspapers
air warfare.
The theory -or a plane which ta the first week of February,
can rise directly into the air from
1835In those days, the type was
a horizontal position and then
el off in forward flight at near small and the copy on page one
supersonic speeds long h as been was mostly advertisements. and
envisioned by aeronautical engi- the "Mama please come back" sort
fleet’s. But never before, as far of personal notices.
The main item on page 1 of the
as is known, has such a craft been
Star had to do with the "highsuccessfully flown.
Since November, 1954. 20 test Panders" party for benefit of the
flights of the new-VTOL (vertical Poor. The announcement was paid
takeoff and landing) craft have for and was cushioned among the
been conducted. A Bell spokesman ads for the aid of belly miseries.
The charity deal was for, sosaid the new plane will not make
other conventional aircraft types etetY only and Was to be held
ticobsolete,
but
will supplement in the "assembly r411"
FOR RENT
kets were $I a copy.
them,
Reports of the Congress were
Rooms for &Is, with kitchen
Th plane’s military -value would
ro,d living room, .$25. 357 S. 9th be high because no _runway I, on the inside pages. If Presiders)
St CY4-2902.
needed and combat craft could’be Pierce had a calling list. it wasn t
Close la sieristwo room rind four stationed closer td Effete-0c areas. InJherper.
ince ti
Mlle
apnrtIntL
CY
71w Maae. larea-brieribeenstpss
5-5146.
it:s".41 .):
to provide thfusflbr vertical:Alt- Croitt%
eration and hisriinsital flight.
Rooms for bpi with kitchen.
It differs from- the sorallea
6t,S.St. CY
ond11121111
"tail-sitter" VTOL aircraft in-thal
5-8858.
It takes off and lands
a. norROOMS he boys with kitchen
BERKELEY, Calif. Feb. 2 A
privileges, 202 S.9I ,St. $23 per mal position, and does not require
special ground -handling equipment team of scent istS announeed today
month.
and crews,
they’ Puive -conclusive ly linked wild
Ears. apts., two or three men.
birds to the spread of encephalitis
(Inc block from college. CY 3-6116.
- -an Inflamation of the brain
Roonia for rrh own kitchen.
which is commonly called "sleep.
Large rooms
t:cliblets. 650 S.
ink sickness."
5th St.
The team includes scientists
Large ream for two men. With
from the University of California.
or without kitchen. 59 S. 11th St. R. (Rois0) Barrett, a senior at the California Department of Fish
CY 2-7796.
the University of Rochester, is and Game, and the communicable
disease center of the US. Public
Fousibbed. Five rooms and bath. to put It mildly-- busy mall,
When he isn’t studying or at- Health Service,
Garage. Near shopping and bus.
Their findings, a result of six
Water and garbage paid. $95 a tending classes he’s apt to be
month. Suitable for four college found ageing graves. gelling vac- years of study, are the first to
girls. 453 S. 10th St. CY 2-1327. nuns cleaners or wrItiag about show without doubt that wild
college sports for the Rochester birds constitute an important nat.
Beard-ared rem. Two college Tinies-Cnion.
Barrett Is werldag ural source of the viruses that
men. Private home. 605 S. llth St. his way through
college and docause encephalitis.
Hensekembog ream . One-half ing so well at It that he made
Scientists have known for a
block from aunpus. Very reason- ELM last year.
long time that a certain mosquito,
able. 391 S. 5th St. CY 5-0314.
Barrett, who Bees at nearby CultsTarsal’s, is largely ramosePittsford. bogies typical day sible for infecting horses and Pus(
Large bedroom and living room.
at edit a.m. Istofreer after brink- mans. but they did not know where
. Kitchen privileges. (be boy, $25.
fast te ther-immespor :hi-dreP - the mosquito got the viruses.
!!’ Two hebt..8110L 1123, Ian St.
The research teem went Ban
One or Iwo Oriental boys to off his spores new Shen beronos
an to Kern County where they WPM’
Olare tour-room apartment across to classes soda -1:81)
stoat 500 equate Mira, ’tripped
from ipas. 11191B-122.50. XM-C IFIttskint Ommeary
grave or tws. more
din- nearly /MOO birds of 73 species,
East San Chiba.
ner midMAIM and collected more than 3000 nib
Visisstert.eme male. Fri vt e cleaner
- sortiterumpresenging lien types.
teams.
apartment A bioCk from school(
$25. CY 3-7515.
Mara. Large, dem ream. Inner
springs, Kitchen. Phone. $25 a
I
WASHINGTON, Feb. 3- Hotelmonth. IFT N. 5th St. after 4:30.
2-A
BERKELEY
Calif..
Feb.
upselsent for two or man Conrad N. ’Hilton told mans federal official said today the nathree -sorb, dome to campus. In- bent al aingreeirsod government tion has a lot of work to do be"prayer
of tidbit whet attended
quire 3113 S. 7112 St.
bresidast" today thin religion fore it ma start the promsed
LOOT AHD POUND
system of intershould not be merely "taken by
state bildsiniYa
Wadi lib perm who took the the spoonful."
A..C. Clark. deputy commissiontender from the hall window itself
"Like ford" Hilton said, "reoutidde of
on Friday menu liMon ’boob be within us core er ad the U. S. BuTOSU of Public
’ trig kindly -returns the "contents of stantly as hind at fuel for our Hos& add engineers would need ,
from 18 to 30:
!- ’Jest- Mader to Ow mine place, 34, whole being. body and soul_ Takla, "bad Moe" of
-months between the authorization i
teiseauma asked.
religion as a medichie, as a kind
of annual tonic, ’,Weed of food. Of peojects and the start of con-f
WAIIITMD
st ruction.
SpAalicaustett, Term papers, is just wrong."
"Modern engineering methods
Hilton was host at the breaktheask..sila. lbcparisnced. Ronanattended by Vice President which will reduce this lead tinsel
fast
Jensen,
Russeil
aide imese. -tore
Richard M. Nixon. Chief Justice must be instituted if the Inter993. Jansen Ave. CY 2-1140.
Earl Warren, Speaker Sans Ray- state system is to be coMpleted In
FOR SALE
burn, and members of Congress. 10 years." aark said.
Tape ietionler, eirelient condiThe breakfast was held before
tion, $70. 1930 Ford Coupe. Sharp! the opening of the International
709 Northrup St., San Jane,
Christian Leadership Conference.
All popular braods..17e
i
Chevrolet MO two door sedan.
RNEST MAJOR RANO 41ASOUN6 r
Ciean, radio and beater. Must see.
AT DISCOUNT PRIM
ses. mac Rest San Carlos, Phone MI COMER mod DONUTS
CY 2PC* TWO

fiTar
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Links’ Birds 1
With’Encephalitis’l
Disease Spread .

U.S. Needs Lead

Hotelman Speaks. Time for Highway

ROBERT LAWS

A

to ’DUCKY LEVINE
new wisest each doe

DIERKS
where Spates watt for the
best saes eilltilienet in toted
371 WEST SAN ’CARLOS
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L
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lerrudas in mon
linen straw cloth?
Brown with orange
black with raspberry,
gray with lime. 4.98
Ciroolo print blouse 5.98.
Both in sizea 10-16
Hart’s

sportswear

8treet.Floor

!Pride,. Feb. 4. 1905
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’My Three Angels’Opens Tonight
Committee Announces 1Masic Concert
Feature
First Reading program
SJS Faculty

The first oral reeding program of the= Ira be Own Thisd., Fob. 10 at 3:30 p". in tie %echo
of lIt. Sfit’c’ch old
Two faculty members of SJS’s
()roma boils:ling. Mrs. C.ourtsistoy lkooks, chairman of file Oral In- music DAmmbent
will be teatm..
torpretation cornotittm, onooussrasd yesterday.
edle. inTuesdna concert. free to the pub.
studelds from Alden Sahli’s Speech 110 elms, and Mrs.
--41ifirooks’ and Dr. Laurence Idouar’s , the camteetY Haltevaling. F
,.)ehTe are
b. 84:
Sweets 3B claws will read selee- v..
and Gus
fl!plays tioruyot prose poetry. The general;
Lome. twritone.
stddent hodji. is invited, and ad- ’
The concert. starting at 8:15
memos a free.
Th, woad oral readit pm. 1 o’clock. will spotlight works of
eram win he gt,.. Tbmaday. Feb ;amend renowned coniposers. Mks
24. at Lab
m the stbowit The-Thonms will play selections from
Debussy
ater. featuring six students from I ElePlh"11 and
an"(
others i Lease is scheduled to sing
P.iLigion-in-Life Week is being
.1 from Schubert, Schumann. a n d
frrrtrayed by displays in the Mu’Strauss. as well as ligt opera and
budding and the Library Many
musical comedy pieces_
1
display cases are filled with visual
Miss Thanes. who began her
representations of reverence and
musical training in Chicago at the
ci remoras! instruments
Artwrican Conservatory of Music.
Books are shown in the library
received her B. A. at SJS and her
’,Oh four f..risionsi of the Bible beMA.
at Columbia University.
ing featured, along with the Book
Lease obtained his RM. at MornNiormon and the Buddhist scripinvade Conservatory of Music in
Sib evening’s
tones in Chinese and Japanese
OF THE THREE ANGELS that demand
Sioux City. Iowa. and his M.M. at TWO
UssillerDlootel
performanee of "My Three Angels" try to
books
of
Protestant,
CathPrayer
the ’University of Colorado.
that her daughter, Marie Louise, is safe. Left to right are Gerald
olte arid Jewish faiths are on the
--Waste by Nos.
Charlinials, Raeford Rime and Sandra Teboe.
shelves.
PICIUTPS, too, are prominently
displayed Thert are three M.sdooruss and one posture of the cruel.
fiction
Catholic vestinerits, including albus. chasuble. stole and
maniple, and the Buddhist erremonsnal garb are shown A portable attar &leo used in Buddhist
Costumes for the play. deA sell-out first night perform- , end store they manage.
services, with all its fittings IS
hosvn.
since will greet the first drama! Felix Ducotel. an endearing fa- signed by Miss [termini, Prisk,
production of the quarter. "MY1ther and not too efficient store are outmoded even tor the 19I0
Three churches have loaned
mg& comintawsylimooKs
’Three Angels, directed by Miss’ keeper, is faced with an examina- era, since French Guises probCommunion sets The sets all difably wasn’t Misused with a
ter in detail and include chalice. Mrs- Noreen Mitchell’s and Mrs. 1 Elizabeth Loeffler, when the cur-1 tion of the store’s account books by
’,stun& cruet and bread box.
Margaret Chamberlin’s Speech, 10 tarn goes up tonight at 8:15 the owner Henri Trochard, who Chrintian Dior.
The one set for the play. designitrinnals and singing manuals classes. and Mrs. Helen Halls o’clock in the old Little Theater.4 Is also an uncle. The Three ConA few tickets still remain in victs from the nearby penal in- ed by J. Wendell Johnson. associopen to "Ave Maria," "Shepherd Speech Ma class Each selection
Show the Way" and other appro- from prose and poetry lasts from’ SD-100 for tomorrow night’s per- stitution. originally sent to the ate professor of dratrta, emphasizes
formance, with good seats avail- store to repair the roof, quickly the ismalksessi of the Ducotels’
priate songs of worship are dip- fie to ten Minutes.
able for Thursday. Friday. and move in to repair the breaches of dwelling, and radiates the element
played in the show cases of the am
M
Saturday of next week. Adrtiis- the family too.
Music txuldulit.
of tropic heat of the climate.
don is 50 cents fiir students and When Henri Trochard arrives,
The spiritual theme of the ex- ct
Featured in this first local per173 cents for adults
hibitions throughout the halls is
formance are Fred Engelberg as
with
Paul,
desig,ned to commemorate the
Felix Ducotel: Sandra Teboe as
"My Three Angelis," writes* he brings his nephew,
Auditions are open for instruweek.
Sam and Bella Spewak, in him :causing more family prob- Emilie Ducotel: Senile Camicia
mentalists in the San Jose Symlems with the Ditcotel’s daughter, as Marie Louise Ducotel; Shirley
phony Orchestra. which presents the story of three cons-Wes who
Marie Louise.
Hooper as Mrne. Parole; Gerald
its second concert of the season "help out" a poor familv in disThe three convicts really have Cbarlebois as Joseph; Richard
’to- the
public tonight at 830 tress. It takes place during
Christman, tele, in a French something to work with then and Risso as Jules. Ronald,_ Stokes as
o’clock at the Civic Auditorium.
peas* colony Ia Cayenne, French are aided by a handsome young Alfred; William Bruch as Herrn
Admission is free.
String players are needed es- ’Guiana, with all action center- lieutenant to bring the whole play Trechard; David Browne as Paul;
In the heave of the Dueotels, to what the’y thin is a "satis- and Donald West as the Lieutenpecially. and anyone is eligible to
Follosting person* please report
g8
ant.
a small ream in back of a gen- factory conclusion."
Thomas
E
tio
according
Play
(if
flee:
to tinsdauste AtneniTee
gan. manager. Those interested
Allan Miller. l’at Waddel.111ard>n
should contact Eagan at 35 S. lah
I.euis, Robert Zarnpatti.
St . or phone CY 5-6513. The nett
(’shin Club: Dinner and roe.t %)txtphott), performance will be in
nig Sunday starting at 6 pm in
March
l’resbyterian Church. 48 N 3rd
St
Mae Jose Players: f’mistitiition
An art student is needed to des’. ill he voted upon Sunday al 7:30
pm. in Speech and Drama build- sign a ntindbil.4 for the Beaux Arts
Ball. ..pmiaorsd by Delta Phi Deling Neu pledges should attend
kt (lob: last day today, to se- ta, national honorary art society.
cut, resenations for ski trip of ’and Alpha Gamma, local art society
Feb 12-13 Reseriations
See litilktin Hoard in Art M’irig
in Graduati Manager’s
)f 1 1CP
!4mirtan ()time( club: thince iu. for Complete details
nrurro% night Si 9 o’clock in Peter -Ekinielt Gym Adniiv.ion for stags
CONVIRMINIT
73 rents
MARY
ntudent V: -(7.untemperary Re.
le9oos Thought" will he
TIMDSATIND
assiddssel
SI11146) at I pm in Dick in.
"sime"
graham’s apartment 33 S 6th
St . Apt 4
DR.
C
Religion -1O-1Ate
eek : Ramp
tiinidit Tickets Al each. are on
Eris Refracted
sale in Graduate Manager’s Office
Glossas Med. 6 Sarviced
and Studint Y
OPTOMETRIST
OPTICIAN
Welsh, raitandatton: Snack slipper. worship. recreation all are on
254 S. Second CV 5-2747
tap Sunday at 6 pin in First
1.4...4.. .4 SPAR-TEN
Methodist Church.

e Jpous

In SJS Buildings
Mark Week Events

curtain Will Rise at 8:15
For Sell-out Performance

usician Tm)vits
,,pe n to Students

Iteetin#

Ws Nearing Completion
? QTTROG UIIL ?
Whorq It going .to be?

Need Art Student

t

PIZZA

II.
romantic, soolndod wino collar atmospberi

HENNELL

San Remo’s
Restaurant
ON WILLOW, OFF ALMADEN
CYpeass 44001

THE BUNGALOW MAURY
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

SHORT ORDERS

"Breakfasts All Day leag"

Cakes for All Occasions
Special postry discounts
For group orders
NINTH AND WILLIAM

TURSDAY THROU4111 THURSDAY
MOAT AM SATURDAY
_
SUNDAYS

it

P.M. TO 12 A.M.
P.M. TO 1 A.M.
4 P.M. TO 111

is oho our cordial *cram to ofiosipoo
/0% off on orrery Pius

And when on Hie PiaMnsula. it’s SAN MEMO CARA’S Porgeosrarklevy Jean:*
orm-quarter mile south of the LOS ALTOS JUNCPM Pea Antenft4
on El Camino Real, Phone YOrkshite 7-2570.
--1417"141,

Eleven Contestants Vie
For Fraternity’s Queen

SPARTAN DAILY

Fraday, Feb 4, 1955

A

Sixth Annual Dream Girl
To Be Crowned Saturday

Phi Sigma Kappa
Honor Candidates

Theta Oki fraternity will crown’ to be held at the Peninsula Counits sixth annual Dream Girl to- try Club in San Mateo, Dick Seitz morrow night at its formal dance man will provide the music for
dancing from 9 to 1 o’clock.
Alice Feak, last year’s Dream
Girl, will crown the winner among
the 12 candidates vieing for the
Ten Moonlight Girl candidates were honored by
honor. They include Sue hlert’ill,
Alpha Chi Omega; Yvonne
Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity at Chateau Boussy in
ahplA.,moM
Omicron Pi; Pat Myers. Al the Santa Cruz mountains Saturday night. A chicken
pha Phi; Eline Chial Gamma ’Rni
dinner preceeded introduction of the candidates and
Neil Desmond of Phi Sigma Beta; Jean Gibbs, Delta Gamma,
Kappa fraternity surprised his fra- Lynn Best, Delta Zeta; Carol Le dancing.
recentl y when he cats, Kappa Alpha Theta; Jan
Marjel McKinnon, national Phi temitv’ brothers
Judy
d Daugherty.
Kappa Kappa GaMM:1:
Sigma Kappa Moonlight Girl, es- announced his pinning - ()
Phi. Neil is a sen- Pat Legget, Chi Omega; Barhnia
corted by Bill Pickle, Ice-al chap- Mayhue, Kappa
is a Lacey. Sigma Kappa; Pat Butli r
and
Judy
major
business
ior
ter president, was present to conand Glenda Spear, independents
gratulate each candidate. Dr. and rsophomore OT major.
guests include D., so
Mrs. Robert f4iester and Mr. and Roily Wagon announced his pin, -- iirmored
at
a
recent
dinner-dance
fling
to Robert Martin, Dr. Gertrude C.: Mrs. Paul Ecker were patrons for
Sherry Schaal. Roily is a senior erns and Mr.’ and Mrs. Mitchell.
the evening.
industrial arts major and Sherry
Moonlight contestants are: is a freshmen. The couple were
Phyllis Jay, Alpha Chi Omega:
serenaded by his Phi Sigma KapGail Hennessy, Alpha Omicron Pi;
pa fraternity brothers.
Arlene Carpenter, Alpha Phi; SylMary Ellen Bailey, Kappa Kele
via Perry, Chi Omega; Marilyn
pa Gamma, announced her pinning
Van Dyke, Delta Gamma; Barbara
to John Since of Alpha Phi OmeDelta Zeta sorority held initiaHodge, Delta Zeta;
Pat Haley, ga rit a recent sorority meeting.
tion rites Sunday afternoon for its
Gamma Phi Beta; Suzanne RobinBoth Mary Ellen and John are fall pledges. Follow*: the initiason, Kappa Alpha Theta; Patty
seniors.
tion, new members alere honored
Smith, Kappa kappa GanunaGAGEDIHNTs
at a dinner at which the sorority’s
Patti Cummins,Sigma Kappa,
George McKinney, Lambda Chi Province Director of California.
Pat Parish, freshman from Los
Alpha pledgetrainer, announced Mrs, Cot-ten, spoke.
,
Gatos, has been chosen to enter
his engagement to JoAnne HatDuring the dinner. special
the contest as an independent, Al
at
the
chapter
Antioch
PHI, BIG MOONLIGHT GULL CANDIDATESTop row, left to Behr, social chairman, announced field of
awards were announced. Donna
bootie Monday night. George is a Evans won the scholarship award.
right, Petty Smith, Phyllis Jay, Pat Parish: 2nd row: Sylvia Perry, yesterday.
Junior industrial arts major, and
Gail Hennessy, Barbara Hodge, Suzanne Robinson; 3rd row: Marlout
The girls Will be honored at a JoAnne is employed in the re- and Carol Lob)’ was named
Iyn Van Dyke, Pat Haley, Patti Curtmens and Arlene Carpenter.
pledge.
Greek banquet Wednesday night search department of Shell ChemNew initiates are Diane Fui at the fraternity house. Escorts ical Co.
long, Donna Evans, Jean Brass.
for the tour of Moonlight Girl
MARRIAGES
Lumbda Chi Alpha Initiates
Shirley Smith, Jean Hannon. Jaactivities are: Bill Lager, Irwin
Jodie Bertken, sophomore lan- nice Hawksley. Sandra Hunter.
Davis, Joe Rodrigues. Herb Lamb
guage arts major, and Cal Swan, Barbara Hodge, Patricia Hale and "7:Four fall quarter pledges were ficers last week. The Hirers are Ed Winter, Ray Oltruan, Fred junior geology major, were recentinitiated into Lambda Chi Alpha Gerard Kenly, president;
Larry Downing, Dick Pickton, Bob Bush ly married in Reno. The couple Sandra Ekitidge.
The winter quarter pledge (.1 SS
Monday night in ritual ceremonies Chubb. vice-president; Earl Wact- and Wayne Ward.
are now living in San Jose.
at the fraternity house, according het. -secretary; Harry Varnedoe,
Dick Counzeknan, Theta Chi, elected officers Monday night.
Jacky Gump,-to Andrew Cobb, ritual chairman. treasurer and house managZr;
HYANNIS, Mass. (UP) ---When and Shirley Knapp. Gamma Phi Those elected are
Recently initiated members are George McKinney, pledge trainer; an 82-year-old banker died here Beta, surprised members of their president; Barbara Hart, secre
Robert Slatten, Dale Christiansen, Al Stones, rush chairman; Walt recently, a suburban weekly head- houses when they announced their tary; Patty Sue Boss, treasurer;
scholarship;
Hale, social chairman; and Cobb, lined the
Don Clgyhold, and Rich Moody.
story "Career Cut marriage in a family wedding Sun-- Joyce Rodriguez,
fibierilyn Towner, activities.
Dr. Bert Morris, faculty advisc ritual chairman.
Short."
day afternoon.
er, installed the 1955 chapter of S

Romance
Report

Delta Zeta’s
Initiate. Group

ledr,
I.
a

gnociizes
els’
ent

as
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’Fun Night’ Theme

For Faculty Party

Mat4ily

With the theme’ of ’Fun Night"
for their February meeting, SJS
Faculty Wives’ entertainment program included several of the husbands who provided a surprise feature with barbershop harmony.
The program also included a hillbilly duct in pantomime, and refreshments were served following
the meeting.

.11 love sr.ft
lAns*

Kappa Tau Elects
Current- Officers
Kappa Tau fraternity recently
elected new officers. Eddie Stafford was elected president:replacing Marvin Schmidt. Other officers include Dick Wood, vice president; John Edgemond, secretary;
Frank Strapek, sergeant-at -arms:
Len Marks, treasurer and house
manager; Jack McCullock, pledgemaster; Dick Herb, social chairman.

desirable gifts of excellent quality and long
life! Proctor’s offers a complete selection worthy to
be treasured as keepsakes.
No occasion is more suitable than Valentine’s Day
:for a surprise tribute of affection.
Come to Proctor’s tomorrowtime’s short!

Pi Kappa Alpha’s
Install President
Joe Jirnenez was installed as
president of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity Monday at the chapter
house. Also installed were Mark
Niernela, vice president; Swede
Elie,
recording secretary; Hal
Garcia, con-esponding secretary;
Bala,f sergeantait-arrns.
Bals’’,
New appointments for the term
as announced by Jirninez are
Frank Pies, alumni secretary;
George Snell, *octal chairman;
Doug Goodspeed, piedgernaster.

ImpoisOe Siliourood wedelns ring, ’125
An unusually attractive price for this highly -favored design. Fishtail
setting is of 14K gold, showing to fullest advantage the five brilliant
diamonds! A magnificent wedding ring cherished for ail dine to come!
berimiin 1arr.1 tax

CLUB
BARBER SHOP
FLAT TOP, CREW
and BUTCH CUTS
Our Specialty
48 East San Parainado
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Frank Anthony Gutierrez Denotes
Double Meaning for SJS Students
By TELitlf NWEENEY
The other day a guy sidled up; Anthony Gutierrez N. I, while
to me and whispered, "You know, freahmaga Frank Anthony Ictithere’s two of me."
tierrex los referred to as Freak
I gazed around, and saw only , Anthony Gut/versa No. 2.
sal.’ 7 started to walk away, but
Frank Anthony Gutierrez, sent hi, guy called me back -and said
.] kw, comes from San Francisco.
’’l 4’ t ine explain.’’
-you wee-. he %ilk’. .adiusny and to his knowledge, is not related to the younger -Gutierrez. who
on.,,,,,,,n no, ,no of nip. and it
makes his home in Merced. Frank
g round heaththey,. j.
pr irrank Anthemy Gultleenra." Anthony Gutierrez No. 2 is an
11-17- guy ereilvi enviously ’see my! accounting major and education
yierlitrinty, so he continued. Leatimincir, and to his knowledge is
September. they euy, a senior so. I not related to his namesake.
cla I
major and physical _ Quote Frank Anthony Gutierreturned to reA No. 2, ’’l think I’ll sign my
.vueertiori minor,
1,4mx,1 to register When lie picked name ’Frank Gutierrez, JUNIOR’."
Gutierrez, the ander, as Frank

Prof Explains 11-

The merman Campus
By SAM PISAN

Jazz Training

Not Probable

Rig Stink at USC

A hi stink was created at USC reports the university paper,
By PAT DIEZPUY
"Daily Trojan." A homemade stink bomb was placed in the Grill.
Jazz at San Jose
.
where it sat emitting various and sundry "stinks" until a Grill porter
Sounds great, doesn’t it ’ Actual
cleaning up. "The smell was there all day,
jazz training, jazz history courses, happened uPan it while
what it was
Mu- I and there were many complaints, but we didn’t know
and every quarter or so,
until a campus engineer was called in and identified it as a stink
dent -produced jazz concert
At last a ’neat-rate WS dance , bomb," David Meyer, personnel manager, said. A day later, the "Daily
bend "bid be eeeegobled. *eels. !Trojan" reported that’ the smell lingers on.
the Itudeats money sod giving
the musicians addltiosial academie credit, along with, of
Emphasis ;t other colleges throughout the nation this weeti is
esuree, some pocket money,
and final examinations . . . And bow appropriate:
Or Mold:
Yep, it’s a great dream.
What eineldr
more natural than studeata turning to prayer %then
rea
And that’s just what it’ll haye
final exabos are upon Win’
to remain a dream.
William J Erlendson, head of
the Music Department, points to
two factors ruling out any immeFor the more mercenary, who aren’t sathified with the explanadiate consideration of a jazz cur- tion that a college education makes them "bigger". persons, more
riculum: the current student over- capable of adjusting themselves to society, comes this bit of news
load, and the ordeal of preparing
from "The Valley Star," Valley Junior College: "A study recently
for the college’s switch to the secompleted by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce reveals that male colmester system next year.
He says the department will be lege- graduates at the age of 30 earn about 13000 More per year than
unable to keep many of its present high school graduates of the same age. By the time they are 50 years
courses, let alone add an entirely of age, they corn almost $2000 more per year than high school granew program of classes, such as duates."
jazz instruction.
"I’m certahily not opposed to
Jens," Erlendson made clear. "I
It’s for reel, reports the Arizona State College paper, "State
have no strong feelings one way
Press." Proponents of changing the name of the school to University
or the other. It’s Just that idesa
point; petitions have
In this or any Other department of Arizona have gone beyond the speculation
been started. "In this culminating effort to obtain their goal of 50.000
have to be considered In bard,
signatures, the Committee for ASU has organized a body of students
practical teema."
One of these "practical" factors, to make a business-to-business, house-to-house canvass of Phoenix,
he continued, is the fact that the Mesa and Tempe, Ariz."
primary job of SJS’s Music Department is to turn out music
teachers, not artists or career muof the week comes from the "State Press," Arisoea state
sicians.
College. "The State Board of Education In California said that their
One task which wouldn’t prove
care
an obstacle to the school’s adop- stieta.lim esegigh imireralty sad state coUega.campuses to take
tion ri/ jeer, Erlendson believes, As allilkheveducatIon until 1966,1 reports the paper.
obtaining the instructora to train
the "jazz majors" with under,
standing and ability,’He feele
The ""*Ii. cuse ’Daily Orange" reports that it’s become more pan;
there arek men already on thregou gerous to quote Shakespeare on canged than Karl Mari. (telson?
sic staff here whi.probably
sId Police are Idlikint for clues leading to the identification
of.*, culturequalify for the assigntnent.
minded culzIrit who made off with the complete .works_of Shakespeare.
Rot forget all aforementlened
pitfalls, and Suppose jazz was This intellectual with the flame of education apparently kindled stole
sureessfully entered tn the (-al- into the apartment of the director of Men’s counseling and ’residence,
lege curriculum as a legitimate stole $60 worth of property, and quietly stole out again, The big
way to obtain a degree in mu -- steal included the works of Shakespeare, 30 records, eight charcoal
ale, balanced, of course, with
"
sketches And Vivo other books, the mei& reports.
claiudere training.
Even then, the final problein ’
the most discouraging one, that o
Central Michigan College and Michigan State College both offer
acceptance into music’s academiccourses in bus driver training. . . . Letters are being sent to fraterworld, Years of narrow tradition
and wrong ideas &boot jazz due to nities at UCLA urging them to turn a part of "Hell Week" into "Help
bad publicity make it doubtful, in Week." This would mean fraternities helping with community proErlendson’s eyes, that conserva- jects including cleaning, plastering, painting buildings and packing
tories and universities around the clothing for Korea. .. For the second consecutive year, the University
country would recognize credit re- of Santa Clara hoe school has achieved a 100 per cent record in graceived in _jazz courses.
duates passing the bar exam. This year 13 of the 13 taking the tests
"Jazz is jazz," Eriendaon con- passed successfully.
cludes. "And if you try to build it
up into a serious art form, it Just
Isn’t jazz."
FT

Perfectly Natural Pair...

Gue$$ What Thi$ 1$ About

Its for Real...

Quote of, the Week
--Quote

Frank Anthony Gutierrez vs. Frank Anthony Gutierrez
- tro,, his regist ration booklet,
’roma 41 Wee yellow, and eWrYnne;
er-Ole knowa. thrit upper division
..hook. are %’brie.
r
- So there wail nothing left ’for
RE144rEiR POLY1-ve, to tie’ but to go and see the
TECHNle"- -Professor: ". . . it Is
ri,;irtriir and find out what aitm
possible that we do not crimpietely
Frank Anthony time-rove how - understand the Russian
."
I ...v.. (-mild get no satiefactiorej point.
Your Nott4: -"Professor Is a
lo! into the registrar’s oftier came Frank Anthony Gutier- Comniunist."
Vrofessor: "Pages 7 thrOUgh 13
I ’rank Anthony Gutierrez are not required, but will prove of
Inestimable worth to the student
ke.ked- at Freak Anthony Guth-reek and wild. "I think iou got ’ in preparation for the term examination." .
rev ree hook." simultaneously.
Your Notes: "Omit pages 7
1 think
hare," Frank Anth- ,
through 15."
_Gutierrez II-plied, in iinison.
Profeesor:
"The class Friday
eryilung rolled along smoothfor both Frank Anthony flu - will probably he the most impor)
v Fez’s. one of whom has a fath- tant of the year since we will
throw it open to a general discusr1.11114sti Frank Arthvir Gutierrez,
.,e1 The end of the full quarter, sion of the main problems which
rsivert l’rank Anthony Gutierrez, have come to our attention
r. mer, reeelved grades of Frank throughout the course. Attendance
will not be taken."
lit hony Gut ierrez, f res h ma n
Your Notes; "Nci class Friday."
Hot that, too, was straighten-

Lectures.
Differ in Contents
Awes,

Culturv-Minded Culprit

’Little:1d This ’n’ That

CHURCH
SLATE

’, que and the Iteglatrar’s Office
now refers to Frank Anthony
-

6( ,et. This Horse’
--Cry Cal Cowboya
.1)%1LY CALIFORNIAN" ,
’

Anybody misplace a horse’
A "strawberry" man, which is
a. illy brown, was found basin’
hehind the University roc-’striation yard.

_...The horse is male, dark brown,
his yehite front feet, a long mane.
*rid "we think he’s old enough to
I"’’‘ see.: said the University pollee.
AU claimants shoold come, with
lull -description and proof of DIVIle
oiler), to the corral at the poultry reserve laboratory, where the
I. stabled.
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Spqrtan Boxers To Seek

Friday, Feb. 4, 1955 -

- Novice.Judoists To Vie
SPARTAN 1)Art.lf

T

First Victory in Pocatello In AAU Meet Tomorrow
By MIXISEY GANDY
If the third’s the charm, She
Spartan boxers will defeat the Idaho State Bengali tomorrow night
in Pocatello et 8 o’clock. It will
be the Spartans’ third invasion of
the Idaho State gym. In their 1953
trip to Pocatello, the Golden Raiders were turned back 5-4 by the
National Champion Bengali, Last
year the Spartan mittmen were
downed 4%-3% at Pocatello for
their only due’ meet loss of the
season.
Also in 1953 the Spartans edged
t he Bengali 5-4 at Spartan gym.
Coach Minos (Dubby) Hat
hes a yonag but experienced
team reedy to apply the "Peestello Rae’ to Coach Julie Menendez’ Fipartans. A. aaticipated

Spartan Five
Battles Tigers
Here Tonight
(Continued from Page 1)
same zone defense they employed
against the Spartans earlier this
season. In the first meeting of
the two teams, Three Coach Van
sweet used a four man zone, while
one defensive man played Carroll
Williams, man-to-man.
Although McPhersosi fears the
(’OP height, be hopes el aasklag it tem straight over the 11Kers are heartened by a healthier squad than mid Saida Clare.
In the Bronco game, Williams
and Bud Hjelm were doing battle
with the flu bug, while Ray Goodwin was not even able to suit up
for the game because of a severe
tooth ache, All three are reedy to
go full speed against the Tigers.
The nerve, who currently have
a season record of eight wins and
eight losses. have been the best
team to ever play for COP.
The starting line-ups:
SJS
COP
Pea.
Hansen (11’4) F Remotion (1111)
Thomas ( 6’4 )
reeg (I"!)
F
C
Mangle (6’4)
Hjeim (611)
Conner (6’3)
Williams (5’10) 8
Witield (5’11)
frdansa (5’10) G

8090 speetaors will be as head
to see the Spartam attempt to
break the Benet streak.
Idaho State will be led by "Irish
Mike" McMtn:try. one of two juniors on the squad, the 1954 NCAA
heavyweight champion McMurtry
opened the season with 21 victories and five losses in his overall college record.
Dave Fanner of the Spartans
will meet the Bengal 185-pounder.
The other junior on the Idaho
State squad is L G. Neal who
has been a regular for the last
two seasons. Neal, the only twoyear letterman on the squad will
draw Max Voshall in the light
heavyweight clash.
One of the fastest moviag
bouts of the evening
will
be the 132-pound event between
Joe Rodrigues of the SPertons
and Don Axtman of Idaho State.
Rodriguez probably will get his
biggest test of the dual meet
aesson in Adana, who defeated
SJS’ Al White last year.
/Littman. Rodriguez. and Gil Inaba of Washington State are expected to stage a "dogfight" for

the lightweight championship in
the PC1 this - season. Rodriguez
has defeated Inaba, the defending
champion.
Featherweight Al Julian will
meet Cy Shepardson, an experienced freshman, in the 125-pound
bout.
Whit. will find an emerieneed opponent is Joke 1.tielievielk,
139 -pound sophomore.
Jim Knickerbocker, Spartan
welterweight, also will, box a
freshman, Ron Rall. The 147-pound
Rail compiled a good high school
record and has done some service
boxing.
Another Bengal with service
boxing experience is Walt Turner,
light middleweight. The 156-pound
sophomore will meet Dick Bender,
SJS’ defending PCI champion.
Turner was the starting center on
the Idaho State grid team.
Al Brown, the Spartans’ grid der-boxer, will challenge Roger
Rouse in the middleweight bout.
Rouse, a freshman, comes from a
boxing family which holds good
amateur records in Montana.
Brown scored a TKO in his 1955
debut.

SJS Splashers Swamp S. F. YMCA;
Break 3 College and 2 Pool Records
Surpassing three college and
two pool records, San Jose State’s
Spartan swinuners outclassed San
Francisco YMCA, 74-9, last night
in the Spartan Pool.

of 5:09.2. Yates also holds the college and pool record for the 1500
meters.
The Spartan 200 yard relay
team of Rollo Kotvisto, Art LamSJS’s 150 yard medley team of bert and Threlf all finished in
Larry Wood, Jay Cross and Dick 1:39.8, to set ’both a new college
Ilirelfall traveled the distance in and
record.
1:22.1, eclipsing the old mark of
1:22.6, The time set both a new
college and pool record.
Carl Yates added ansItiter
to his oollection by Waning the
440 yard dash in 505.7, Imo=
nearly 2 secondit off the old
Oreasiona

Approximately 100 participants
will take part in the Pacific AAU
Novice Judo Tournament at Spartan gym tomorrow at 6:30 p.m.
The novice judoists will be competing for individual championshills in four weight divisions and
the team title.
The white belts, members of
college teams and judo chialt, will
weigh-in from 4 p.m. to 8p.m.
at the gYmMedals will be awarded to the
first, second and third piece winners in the four classes, up to
pounds, 150 pounds and under, 180
pounds and under, and heavyweight, according to Yosh Uchida,
SJS judo coach and tournament
director.
Coach Uchida pointed ourthat
the tournament will provide good
experience for -the SJS whitebelts,
"We will be able to see the potentialitiee of future varsity men," be
said.
Members of the Spartan varsity will serve In official capacities for the tourney. Officials
are John Sepulveda, coordinator;
Wailer and Jock Mario, aanotieters: Bob McCeririe, Jack
Crawford and Kea Fare,ressorden; John Perste, Al Inman
Lewis Tucker, Mario Alined,.
Roy Hiram, Mel Seong, Dean/awards and Her Painter, recorders.
’Vic Small, ’Manuel Comes and
Ken Giles, runners; Win Dahl,
property; and Perste, Mario and
Stones, weigh-ins.
The tournament is under the

no

management of the PAAU Judo
Committee and governed by the
rules of the AAU for judo.
Three RIMS will be used to accommodate the large turnout of
judoists.

Aztec Matmen
Invade Sparta
Coach Hugh Murnby’s varsity
!wrestlers will attempt to retain
their undefeated status this afternoon when they. play host to the
at 2 o’clock.
San Diego Aztecs in Spartan gym
With the exception of three
nee, Coach Mumby will use Ins
regular starters. Jean Snyder has
replaced Ken Rugg in the starting
heavyweight berth, while Ken
Simpkins will get the nod in the
147 -pound division and Dick We.
gar will go at 157.
Weger will fill in for Tom :McIntosh who is still sidelined with
a shoulder injury. Simpkins crashed the line-up after defeating
Lynn Brooks in a challenge match.
The rest of the line-up will he
composed of Joe Isasi. 123; George
Ben Fernandez, 137.
Lao, 130;
Gus Talbot, 167: and Capt. Dick
Francis. 177.
For netwelleseing heir

. .
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APhi0 Drive Successful
Fraternity workers in the proof sorting 20,000 wire hang APhiO’s wire
1.1’s collected in
1,atiger drive Saturday tire. clock Wee’, George Wvbbf.f, George MiRon
liaison. Dave If
I- Fagg. Dick Alber, Dick Edes,
Fred Roettger. Hill Frizelle. Jim
Crutcher and Fraternity adviser’s
son Jim Bollinger
The 20.000 total is twice the exFeeted goal. according to Jim
Vellington, chairman of the drive
Approximately 40 members and
pledges of the service fraterplty
lined out to canvas over 61100
Jose and eastern foothill
ta,mes to collect the wire frames.
The hangers are being hoXed
row and are to be sold to Service
1 iry Cleaners in San Jose for ono
,ent each. The fraternity expects
make $150 on the drive. The
ieeils will go to further service
(

projects now being completed by
Alpha Phi Omega.
Last week, 5000 advance circulars were distributed to homes in
an area bounded by 5th, Taylor,
Keyes and 17th streets and foothill territory within the White
Road, McKee Road and Alum
Rock Ave. triangle.
Wellington stated, however, that
5000 of the hangers are unsalvageable and will be discarded.

rimy*

Radioactivity Helps Man
By DOB JOIIINSION
Radioactivity, the man-killer, is
being put to work to keep man
from starving to death by ang
scientists in solving the ,probiliPs
of how to artificially manufacture
food according to Dr. G. A. McCallum, professor of biology.
Radioactivity tracer elements
are being used in solving the mystery of photosynthesis, the process by which plants produce carbohydrates from carbon dioxide
and water in the presence of chlorophyll, he explained. The by-product of this process is. the.production of free oxygen.
Tracers are used to ho w
what happens in the various
steps of photosynthesis. If the
scientist wants to know from
which compound carbon dioxide or water, the free oxygen
comes, he would make the oxygen In one radioactive and see
%whether the free oxygen Is rd-

Psych Group Pix
Members of Psi Chi, national
honor society for psychology majors, are reminded by Jim Spence,
vice president, to show up for a
La Torre group picture Tuesday.
The place is in E-118 at 12:31) p.m.
Spence. also announced that the
regular business meeting will be
Wednesday, at 12:30 p.m. at 196
8. 8th St.

Moieties, Dr. McCallum related.
If the oxygen Is not natillaatlive.
the oxygen In the other eonspound would then be made radioactive.
Also, if the scientist wanted to
know what happens to certain elements or compounds after a step
in the complicated photosynthesis
process, he could isolate the step
and tag it with radioactivity. Then
he can trace what happens after
that.

Today Last Day
To Pre-register
For Ed Courses
Today is the last day to preregister for education courses.
Secondary observation courses
open for registration are: Speech
141, pre-register with Wallace R.
Murray, Room 104, Speech building, Education 207, Room 108,
Mrs, Gere Daniels, secretary, Graduate Office.
Student Teaching courses Include: Kindergarten -Primary and
General Elementary, pre-register
with Mrs. Ann Fabrizio, secretary
Education Department, Room 159.
Junior High, pre-register fti
Room 165 win; Mrs. Lula Montgomery, secretary, Echication Department. General Secondary, preregister with both major and minor departments.

Work on solving the photosynthesis mystery has been undersvay
for approximately 100 years, he
pointed out. However, before the
use ’of tracer radioactivity, progress was slow and uncertain.
Much was surmised on the basis
of good indirect evidence, but
some things could not positively
be proven until radioactivity was
used. Likewise, some things have
been disproven, he explained.
Radioactivity will not soh-.
photosynthesis, Dr. MeCalium
believes. -It is only another tool
to aid the study." lint, because,
to find the basic proems, It Is
neeesaary to know what goes on
hi the chemical reactions Involved, the ability to tag elements and compounds has greatly speeded up the. tottlid.Y.
Scientists now are able to manufacture carbohydrates outside the
living cell, he said, but this still
has to be done In the presence of
chlorophyll which is nature’s catalyist in the reaction. A catalyst,
he explained, is a substance the
presence of which is needed in certain cases to cause a chemical reaction but does not itself, enter
into the chemical changes occur-’
ring in the reaction.
Dr. McCallum, however, does
not believe, that, once scientists
are able to manufacture food in
factories
easily a n d
cheaply
enough, all the world’s problems
will be solved.
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ISO of UCLA
Plans Touring

E
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Te International Students ()ream-teflon of CCI.A. which is
touring Northern California during its semester break, will visit
5.15 Saturday, where it will he
given a tour and dinner by the
11.4141 chapter.
Aeconling to Phillip Persky,
Ise I ad% user, the group will be
go en a tour or Permanent.. Hospital and the Ktilm.f Chemical and
A Iiiminum Ceip. in the morning
lanwheon will he held at the Fled
Chrtstian Church, 80 S. 5th St..
tit.on their return
rnce of the luncheon, open to
public, is 90 rents. which inhides paying for one visiting stuas a guest. Tickets may be
,to.lined at 248 S. lith St
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Tau Delta Phi’s
--To-Hold Dance

Sin
P,

l’au Delta Phi, honorary scholii.tie fraternity. will hold its 27th
:tntlosl semi-from:it winter dinner- lime.. at Chateau’ Pommy Satur-44y Feb. 12, seem-ding to Jerry
. Mm Neal, dative committee chair-

snit
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Rids now are available to mem1.13 In the Timer. he said. They
4,,r $e per couple. Members planipng to attend the dance are urged
to sign Ihe list on the societies
hulletin hoard. McNeal saki,
honer will he served at 8:33
p m., he said. The organization is
arranging for a band to provide
-music for the event, which is A
nember-alunini social gel-togetbf.r
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